End of Life Nutrition and Hydration

License Agreement and Restrictions
YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THIS MANUAL AND CD-ROM OR OTHER ELECTRONIC VERSIONS. USING THIS MATERIAL INDICATES YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

LICENSE. The materials that are the subject of this Agreement (hereinafter referred to as the “Licensed Materials”) shall consist of printed materials, electronic information, audio or video/DVD information or published information in any form by Becky Dorner & Associates, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as BD&A). Licensee and its Authorized Users acknowledge that the copyright and title to the Licensed Materials and any trademarks and service marks relating thereto remain with BD&A. Neither Licensee nor its Authorized Users shall have right, title or interest in the Licensed Materials except as expressly set forth in this agreement. In consideration of payment, BD&A hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive, non-transferable, and revocable License to make permitted use of the Licensed Materials and to provide the Licensed Materials to Authorized Users in accordance with this Agreement.

USAGE. The Licensee shall ensure that only Authorized Users are permitted access to the Licensed Materials. Licensee may install and/or use Licensed Materials based on the agreed upon number of Authorized Users per terms of the Purchase Agreement, Letter of Agreement or Invoice. Licensee is not permitted to make unauthorized copies, alterations or modifications to the Licensed Materials unless specified in the Users’ Manual or by prior written authorization of BD&A. Other than as specifically permitted in this Agreement, Licensee may not use the Licensed Materials for commercial purposes, including but not limited to the sale of the Licensed Materials or bulk reproduction or distribution of the licensed materials in any form.

MATERIAL CONTENT. The Licensed Materials are provided for your own personal, educational non-commercial use as a resource aid only. If you intend to use this material for the nutritional needs of an aged, sick or injured person or a person who suffers from a chronic disorder or disease, you should first consult that person’s physician or physicians and if none, a physician who practices in the applicable field of medicine.

The Licensed Materials are in the nature of general concepts and, therefore, where its use may be appropriate for one person, its use may not be appropriate for another. The Licensed Materials are not intended to be a substitute for professional medical advice. Consequently, BD&A shall not be liable for any loss or damage directly or indirectly to the Licensee or Authorized Users of any material or information contained in the licensed materials.

LIMITATIONS ON WARRANTIES. BD&A shall not be liable to the Licensee for any indirect, special, incidental, punitive or consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of data, business interruption, or loss of profits arising directly or indirectly from or in connection with the license granted under this Agreement. The forgoing applies regardless of whether the claim or damages result or arise under breach of contract, tort, or any other legal theory.

BD&A makes no representation or warranty, and expressly disclaims any liability with respect to the content of any Licensed Materials, including but not limited to errors or omissions contained therein, libel, infringement of rights of publicity, privacy, trademark rights, moral rights, or the disclosure of confidential information. Except for the express warranties stated herein, the Licensed Materials are provided on an “as is” basis, and BD&A disclaims any and all other warranties, conditions, or representations (express, implied, oral or written), relating to the Licensed Materials or any part thereof, including, without limitation, any and all implied warranties of quality, performance, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. BD&A makes no warranties respecting any harm that may be caused by the transmission of computer virus, worm, time bomb, logic bomb or other such computer program. BD&A further expressly disclaims any warranty or representation to Authorized Users, or to any third party.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. THE LICENSEE AND AUTHORIZED USERS ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THEY HAVE READ THIS LICENSE, UNDERSTAND IT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

COPYRIGHT 2017, 2015 by Becky Dorner & Associates, Inc., all rights reserved. With the exceptions indicated in this agreement, no part of the Licensed Materials may be distributed, copied, modified, or revised without the prior written consent of the Becky Dorner & Associates, Inc. for commercial use or financial gain. If the Licensee wishes to purchase a License for additional material reproduction or distribution, contact Becky Dorner & Associates, Inc. at info@beckydorner.com 800-342-0285.

Instructions

This inservice provides many of the tools you need to educate staff on the role of adequate nutrition in the prevention and treatment of pressure in your facility:

Slides for the Inservice:

- The slides can be shown on computer or projected on a screen using a data projector.
- You can show the slides directly from the Acrobat file by simply clicking on the icon that looks like a computer screen. Or you can go to the tool bar and click on “View” and “Full Screen” to show the slides on your screen.
- Then click the down arrow button or the page down button on your keyboard.

Presenter’s Notes for the Inservice:

- Review the presenter’s notes prior to presenting the slides.
- The presenter’s notes offer additional information not included on the slides, suggestions for how to present some of the information, and activities you may want to incorporate.

Handouts for the Inservice:

- Simply copy the handouts and the pre-post-tests for participants.
- Do not provide the answer key for the pre-post tests.
- You can choose to give the test before and after the training, or just after the training to determine the effectiveness of your inservice and whether or not additional training is needed.
Objectives

1. Obtain a basic understanding of advance directives for nutrition and hydration
2. Understand the need to continue to offer interventions even if a person is on hospice care
3. Outline some basic nutrition interventions to help manage end of life conditions (i.e. anorexia, dry mouth)
Difficult Decisions

• We are often faced with difficult questions from residents/patients and families related to nutrition and hydration at the end of life

• Every case is unique and must be handled individually with the patient, health care team and family all involved in decision making
We are often faced with difficult questions from residents/patients and families related to nutrition and hydration at the end of life.

Patients/residents who are competent to make their own decisions have the right to refuse treatment, and that includes nutrition interventions such as tube feedings. We can encourage them to eat, provide assistance, cater to their preferences, offer oral nutritional supplements, etc. But we can't force them.

Every case is unique and must be handled individually with the patient, health care team and family all involved in decision making. There are some documents that can guide us.
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Definitions

Our facility has established policies/protocols and written definitions for “do not resuscitate” (DNR), “no CPR” and “comfort measures only”

- Do Not Resuscitate
- No CPR
- Comfort Care

CMS on Advance Directives

- At end of life, a “Do not Resuscitate” does not indicate the individual is declining appropriate treatment and services
- Weight loss, pressure injuries, or dehydration may occur even if appropriate interventions are implemented (per the individual’s wishes)
- The facility is expected to address the resident’s concerns and offer relevant alternatives

Advance Directives

Help direct care when a person is unable to make their own decisions
1. Living Will - stipulates the type of care the individual desires to sustain life including use of feeding tubes
2. Durable Power of Attorney (DPOA) for health care – identifies the individual’s surrogate or proxy, who will make health care decisions when the individual is not capable of making their own decisions